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BY NOW I SHOULD HAVE

PRINCIPLES OF USER INTERFACES 

26/02/21

Critique next week via Miro - upload jpeg of 3 screens

to doesn't need to be the finished product
o consider layout
o consider navigation

WHAT WE 'LL BE COVERING . . .

• tying it all together
• Mobile UI design
• Size of your thumbs consistency in
•em ÷÷÷::÷÷:÷.ionz

- icons

- icon set - MA r Own

usaiseesijnmin Finer wireframe **¥?gi÷÷::?:Y!E⇒3
FORMAT CONTENT ceaifneafsdeohotogapmaesg.my

- layout on the screen

- considering how this should be designed for
-

appropriate context in which the user will be looking at - and how lhet

content should be viewed
.



Users spend most of their time on other sites. This 
means that users prefer your site to work the same 
way as all the other sites they already know.

Time to acquire a target is a function of 
the distance to and size of the target.

TOUCH CONTROLS
- Use 01 elements that are designed for touch gestures to
make interaction with

your app feel easy
and natural

JAKOB 'S LAW

\
simplify the learning process for users by

providing familiar design patterns .

HIT TARGETS
- controls should measure at least

'

44points
,
so they can be

accurately tapped by fingers

FITT 'S LAW

\ making those elements as big enough for
the average finger or thumb to be able to use
and work with

.



People will perceive and interpret ambiguous or complex 
images as the simplest form possible, because it is the 
interpretation that requires the least cognitive effort of us.

LAW of PRAG NAN 2

\
reduce cognitive load - not too

many complex elements

on the screen at one time

\

only deliver one piece of information
at a time - or one task you want

people to do . I
make it as clear and

easy as you can .

TEXT SIZE
- in terms of bodycopy should be at least Hpt .

- make sure its ledgible without having to zoom in
.

-

anypie contrast between the background r text colour

- spacing - make sure text doesn't overlap so much that it

interferes with the ledgability
I

-

good line height and letter spacing

DISTORTION
-

images should be displayed with their intended aspect ratio

ORGANISATION
- of content
- make sure it's easy to read - logic s structure to

the presentation of the content



The time it takes to make a decision increases 
with the number and complexity of choices 
available.

TOUCH SCREEN TARGET SIZES

HICK'S LAW

\
. Keep choices simple
°

ensure your breaking complex tasks down into smaller

steps.

ALIGNMENT
- keep information clean and simple
- not combining everything in onego .

i.

→⇐⇐ this
"

Etcetera:b.eu?smY.FEogEaE-azig
targets big so that they're easy for
uses to tap .

o look at : twitter, instagram , snapchat icons
use their sizing as a guide .

On.

Apple
microsoft now,

] not to scale lol



https://uxplanet.org/https-medium-com-viktorija-bachvarova-the-power-of-empty-space-in-uidesign-14f14f8b203

PIXEL WIDTH OF AN AVE
.
INDEX

D 57 Pixel touch target
FINGER .

pixel WIDTH OF AN AVE
.

THUMB .

72 Pixel touch target

finger size ideal but
not always practical

- in terms of positioning .

- consider - spacing so you don't
hit the

other targets by accident .

* power of empty space in UI design *
helpful article



COLOUR
Second most important aspect for functionality
interacting with graphical user elements - colour plays a critical role

\ helps users see and interpret
the content - and further
interact with the correct

elements
.

o consider colour scheme
-

looking at different colour combinations
.

'

being considerate of how you apply these
colours to your own product- appeal to target audience
- contrast - to attract viewers attention
- dominant r complimentary colours .

* adobe colour wheel *

'

constrast ratio

contrast {! small text 4. s : I

ratio Large text 3 :]

KNOWING IS NOT ENOUGH

WE MUST APPLY



When multiple similar objects are 
present, the one that differs from the 
rest is most likely to be remembered.

VON RESTORFF

EFFECT
IE

.

'

highlighting particular area

you
should be waling on

. . .

tying it all together

finishing 01 Design in illustrator w stretch

Think of presentation

y
place into mockups

* research on blog *


